Engaging business with you
What we stand for

We empower individuals to become great business professionals and outstanding leaders who think with clarity, confidence and conviction.

Our strength lies in our approach. We enable people to better understand themselves and their responsibilities while blending the practice and theories of successful business.
We were established in 1945.

Our most famous campus is here at Greenlands.
Our campus at the

University of Reading

Opened in 2009.
We are now celebrating our 70th anniversary

Offices and campuses in 16 countries.
Representatives in 29 countries
From 1 management programme
to a complete portfolio

Bachelors degrees
Masters degrees

The Henley MBA

Postgraduate research in management
Executive education
From 1 management programme
to a complete portfolio

Bachelors degrees

Masters degrees

The Henley MBA

Postgraduate research in management

Executive education

Business and Management
Accounting & Information Management
Real estate and planning
Finance
Programmes are highly positioned in all leading rankings.
Example rankings for

Bachelors & Masters degrees

REAL ESTATE & PLANNING – LAND AND PROPERTY

ACCOUNTING & FINANCE

BUSINESS MANAGEMENT & MARKETING

MASTERS IN FINANCE

UK position for subject and graduate career prospects

UK position for subject and graduate career prospects 94-100% student satisfaction

UK position for graduate career prospects

World position for subject #8 in UK

94 - 100% student satisfaction

Complete university guide 2016

Times/Sunday Times university guide 2016

Guardian university guide 2016

Financial Times global ranking 2015
Example rankings for
Best MBAs in the world

Financial Times 2015

#49 World Executive MBA

Economist 2015

#22 World Full-time MBA

Financial Times 2015

#29 World Executive Education
1 of only 73 schools in the world

with triple accreditation

Internationally recognised for representing consistently highest standards
150 world-class Faculty members from 18 countries

88% OF FACULTY HOLD PHD’S**

48% OF OUR FACULTY ARE INTERNATIONAL*

#2 RANKED FOR % OF WOMEN FACULTY*
Highly respected Faculty make expert contributions to media

Some recent ICMA Centre examples

**FINANCIAL TIMES**

The FT quotes from research by Andreas Hoepner and Hampus Adamsson into the performance of “sin” stock investments like alcohol, tobacco and gambling. The story is picked up in other publications including Gulf News Markets and All About Alpha.

**Guardian**

Professors Adrian Bell and John Board, Dean, are interviewed by the Trinidad and Tobago Guardian about the technology, talent and regulation needed to succeed in financial services where there are challenging political and economic conditions.

**BBC TV and radio around the world**

BBC TV and radio around the world interviews Dr George Alexandridis and Dr Ioannis Oikonomou about the Greece economy.

**BBC SOUTH TODAY**

Dr Andreas Hoepner is interviewed on BBC radio and television about the impact of UK revenue and customs changes.

**BUSINESS BECAUSE**

Konstantina Kappou is asked for her opinion about the growing need risk management skills in business graduates and employees.

**IP and Real Estate**

IP and Real Estate quotes Sotiris Tsolacos who was the keynote speaker at a Singapore conference to discuss the worldwide changes in real estate investments.
The ICMA Centre is the product of the first active collaboration...

between the securities industry and a university finance department.

• Global reputation for excellence in teaching at all levels as well as professional and policy development research and consultancy.

• The practical application of finance theory is achieved through the use of the Centre’s three state-of-the-art dealing rooms, all equipped by Thomson Reuters.

• In addition to PhDs and Executive Education, the ICMA Centre offers the following degrees:

  **Undergraduate**
  - Finance and Investment Banking
  - Finance and Psychology
  - Mathematics with Finance and Investment Banking
  - Finance and Management
  - Economics and Finance
  - International business and finance

  **Postgraduate**
  - International Securities Investment and Banking
  - Financial Risk Management
  - Investment Management
  - Capital Markets, Regulation and Compliance
  - Corporate Finance
  - Financial Engineering
  - International Shipping and Finance
Other collaborations and…

our China connections!

Nearly 2,000 Henley alumni in China
Over 1,000 Chinese students graduated from ICMA Centre
2015 Chinese intake largest ever at ICMA Centre - 194 MSc students!

Corporate clients and partners include

Academic partners include
Our Alumni

70,000 Alumni

8,800 LinkedIn Group Members

150 Countries

33 International Association Groups